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Fonawy Standard Free Download PC/Windows
* Answering Machine Support * Auto Answer * Caller ID * Dialer * Duplex * Legal
Message * Line Switcher * Contacts * Photo Caller ID * Sound Control * Various
Functions * Lots of Features * Easy to Use * Plenty of customizable options * Log in and
monitor the calls with Media Player Log. Fonawy Standard For Windows 10 Crack
Features: * Support multiple line recorded phone calls * Real time time recording * File
and folder storage * Speech and audio compression * Search the phone book * Call
back, and replay * Call transfer feature * Call recording button * Real time memoing *
Many more *** For PC Win98SE/ME/2000/XP/Vista/Win7*** *** For MAC OS7.1/8.0/10.4/
10.5/10.6/10.7/10.8/10.9/10.10/10.11/10.12/10.13/10.14/10.15/10.16/10.17/10.18***
We are one of the most professional manufacturers and suppliers in China, all products
are good quality and reasonable price. We cooperate with buyers and dealers from all
over the world. Anytime for any enquiry, please contact me: 71-645134001, Email:
31zxh.w@gmail.com. [...read more] Call Recorder for PC Free is software specially
designed for recording phone calls, which you can use as voicemail, call history, or
even long-distance listening. Specifications: · Free and light weight · Easily to be
operated with mouse or other pointing devices · You can choose sound quality for
recording · Captures audio of up to 4 hours · Easily to manage your recording files ·
Apply effective voice and graphic annotation · Ability to play back recorded sounds ·
You can listen to the recorded conversation through a built-in player · Listens to the
conversation in the background while you work · You can install Call Recorder for PC
Free on a portable device like a USB or memory stick for easy transportability · You
can transfer recordings to a portable device for easy accessibility · You can transfer
the recorded audio to your PC and import it into your favorite MP3 Player (like iPod,
Zune, PSP, etc.) Click to see detailed
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①Record all phone calls and signals. ②Preview the recorded conversation immediately.
③Automatically start recording as soon as the telephone line is connected.
④Automatically answer the phone line, and then immediately start recording. ⑤Play or
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record the recorded conversation repeatedly as you wish. ⑥Automatically delete the
recorded conversation after a predefined period of time. ⑦Save the recorded
conversation and the incoming call recorders in MP3 file for further conversion to WAV
file. ⑧Play any MP3 file in the phone book. ⑨Play pictures stored in the phone book.
⑩Display the number and photo stored in the phone book. ⑪Record the caller's name,
number and photo in the caller ID. To add new MP3 song to the phone book, click File |
Phone Book and then click Add Songs to Phone Book. The phone book is organized by
contacts. You can sort contacts into groups by name, number or name. ①The incoming
call records will be saved in the phonebook. ②You can choose the voice when
answering the incoming calls. ③You can choose the name of the calling person. ④The
video clips can be played like what you have seen on the websites like YouTube and
So.Big! ⑤You can delete any contacts from the phonebook. Ringtones.Phone. Phone
Ringtone Maker is a very friendly and very useful tool to make custom ringtones. Now
you can create great ringtones for any device. It is also possible to edit the ringtone
volume, rate, and duration. Besides this, you can set the ringtone to vibrate or not and
set a silence between ringtones. Ringtones can be stored in the phone book for later
use. The phonebook is organized by contacts. You can create a new contact. ①You can
set a name for the ringtone and a description. ②You can choose to edit the ringtone
volume, the rate, or duration and the silence between ringtones. ③You can set the
ringtone to vibrate or not. ④You can store the rountone in the phone book for later
use. ⑤You can delete the ringtones stored in the phone book. Ringtone Maker
Description: “Ringtones.Phone.” b7e8fdf5c8
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Record outgoing or incoming call or any signal on the phone line. Auto answer machine
mode will anwer the incoming calls and play optional greeting legal message before
recording. Photo caller ID will display the caller name, number and the photo from the
phone book. Lots of nice features and easy user interface. Hundreds of hours of
telephone conversations can be stored on your hard drive. In addition, this application
will compress all the recorded phone calls in order to maximize storage capacity.
Incoming call history will be recorded as well. The program can be set to answer the
phone automatically or the user can answer the phone by pressing one of the specified
keys on the PC keyboard. The program can record the conversations even if the call
rings more than 5 times. The program supports 9 phone line support. VTDAT comes
with the following additional features: Delete single ring or multiple ring in a group
Play message of the phone number in case of lost call (Windows only) Collect all
possible missing numbers in a group Cancel all missed calls at once Extended calling
to China Supports sim card to replace the ATA Support to answer the email
automatically The program will open a specific folder in default directory Copy all the
files to the hard drive to change the default files if needed Microsoft Windows interface
Simultaneous ringing Supports many features: Telephone history Simulator Calculator
Comic Chat DVD Recorder E Mail FTP Server GPS Group Calendar Heard Number
Humor Import Number i m m p l e i n c a l c a l c l a s s i n c l a s s Laminated Calendar
Laminated Photo Album Loop Clix MP3 My Chat My i o m p l e My i n c l a s s My i n c l a
s s My i o n c a l c a l c l a s s My i n c l a s s My i n c l a s s My i o n c l a s s My i o n c l
a s s My Phone Book My Phone Number My SMS My Simular Number Number Dialer
Number Editor Number Grap

What's New in the Fonawy Standard?
Phone Book Record callers name and number from the phone book or create your own
contacts list. Call Recorder Record incoming/outgoing telephone calls on the phone
line. Auto Answer Machine Stop the ringing of your phone and let your callers through.
Automatically answer incoming calls and play a legal messages before recording.
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Dialer Works with your normal phone dialer without any need to dial the phone. The
call will be automatically dialed. Call Monitor is a VoIP monitoring application. It will
monitor VoIP calls, monitor and display statistics information, and trigger various alerts
including failed call, detected tones, and seconds to listen. Call Monitor Features: VoIP
monitoring software that monitors all network traffic whether incoming or outgoing
calls. Works in real-time and displays call statistics in real-time. Triggers alerts such as:
Failed call, detected tones, seconds, and quiet seconds. Option to start/end the audio
monitoring and recording. Option to set the location. Option to schedule calls. Option
to play audio files. Call Monitor is a VoIP monitoring application. It will monitor VoIP
calls, monitor and display statistics information, and trigger various alerts including
failed call, detected tones, and seconds to listen. Call Monitor Features: VoIP
monitoring software that monitors all network traffic whether incoming or outgoing
calls. Works in real-time and displays call statistics in real-time. Triggers alerts such as:
Failed call, detected tones, seconds, and quiet seconds. Option to start/end the audio
monitoring and recording. Option to set the location. Option to schedule calls. Option
to play audio files. Call Monitor is a VoIP monitoring application. It will monitor VoIP
calls, monitor and display statistics information, and trigger various alerts including
failed call, detected tones, and seconds to listen. Call Monitor Features: VoIP
monitoring software that monitors all network traffic whether incoming or outgoing
calls. Works in real-time and displays call statistics in real-time. Triggers alerts such as:
Failed call, detected tones, seconds, and quiet seconds. Option to start/end the audio
monitoring and recording. Option to set the location. Option to schedule calls. Option
to play audio files. Call Monitor is a VoIP monitoring application. It will monitor VoIP
calls, monitor and display statistics information, and trigger various
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System Requirements:
Before playing Dark Void, please make sure that your PC meets the minimum system
requirements listed below. Also, make sure that your video card meets the
recommended specifications. Minimum system requirements: OS: Windows XP Service
Pack 3 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6400, AMD Athlon X2 6400+ RAM: 2 GB Hard Disk
Space: 1 GB Graphics Card: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT, ATI Radeon HD 2800 Network
Adapter: Broadband Internet Connection Sound Card: Windows Sonic Audio Driver
Version 11
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